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In gripping accounts of true cases, surgeon Atul Gawande explores the power and the limits of
medicine, offering an unflinching view from the scalpelâ€™s edge. Complications lays bare a
science not in its idealized form but as it actually isâ€”uncertain, perplexing, and profoundly
human.Â Complications is a 2002 National Book Award Finalist for Nonfiction. --This text refers to
an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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"Complications", by Dr. Atul Gawande is a very gutsy and honest discussion about medicine in
general, and surgeons in particular. The book is also unique, for unlike others of its type it is written
by a surgeon that is starting his career, and not looking back upon it. I would imagine that the book
caused some consternation amongst his peers. The book does nothing to minimize the skills and
accomplishments of the men and women who can reach in to the body and do some pretty
spectacular work. The book does portray them as human beings that come with all the normal traits
that any of us do. The pressure they must deal with is that when they make a mistake, it can
irreparably harm or cause the death of the patient they are trying to help.The vast majority of
careers that people practice does not involve decisions that can cause the outcomes I mention
above. And few occupations require of their practitioners near perfection, that if not delivered has a
major legal industry prepared to hammer them with lawsuits. Incompetent or negligent doctors
should be punished and removed from practice, but what about a human error, or a doctor that
makes every single decision that is correct and appropriate for the patient he or she sees, and

misses the 1 in 250,000 cases where doing everything correctly can cause a patient to die. The final
chapter of this book deals with exactly those type of odds. Whether those odds are beaten often
depends on the instincts of the physician. And these intuitive feelings they may or may not act upon
are certainly helped by experience, but younger doctors without the years that familiarity brings can
often make a decision largely because they are so new. Dr.

Rarely do I think a book is so important and so good that it should be read by everyone. Atul
Gawande has written such a book.America has the best health care in the world and yet our health
care system is a mess. High insurance rates and malpractice suits make for a situation where
patients often cannot get the help they need and many doctors are afraid of taking risks because of
the chance of being sued. With a willingness to realize certain things and make some changes,
America could turn it's medical services into a true blessing for all of its citizens.What is the most
important realization? That doctors are human beings and even the best of them are going to make
mistakes from time to time. This is probably the most important point Gawande makes in his book. It
is a sad state of affairs when every single doctor in this nation expects to be the defendant in a
major lawsuit at least once in their careers. How many possible brilliant doctors has this single fact
driven from the profession? It is one thing when a doctor makes an error through maliciousness but
a doctor who makes an honest mistake should not have to fear career destruction. If something
could be done about all this litigation, it would likely be easier to drive truly bad doctors from the
profession because doctors and hospitals would be more like to start admitting when things go
haywire and actually make a concerted effort to try to make things better.Though his insights into
what it's like to be a doctor are incredibly valuable, I find his views on the psychology of being a
patient interesting as well. His articles on the mystery of pain, the horrors of nausea & blushing (yes,
blushing) and the results of a patient who has undergone gastric bypass surgery for obesity are
eye-openers.
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